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PRIMARIES SUGGEST
TREND OF ELECTION
Hoover Is Probable Republican
Candidate While Democrats
Swing Toward Smith
dential nominees of the Republican
and Democratic parties when the Kan-
sas City and Houston conventions have
acted.
Before going further it may be well
maries play in the whole scheme of
things. In many states the choice of
delegates to the national conventions
is left to the parties, acting through
provide for the election of these dele-
gates by direct popular vote, for the
instruction of these delegates by means
of a "preference" vote for president,
or for both. Any such provision for giv-
ing the party voters direct control of
their delegates in the convention may
be called a presidential primary. In
considering the force and effect of the
1928 presidential primaries it must not
be forgotten that such laws are in
that the delegates chosen in this way
comprise a bare majority of the total
1089 Republican delegates and less
than a majority of the 1100 Democratic
delegates, also that many of the exist-
ing primary laws are drawn so that the






t to Paris just
Poor Henry, I
him, the prolonged amusement. He'd
bsen thoroughly convinced that there
was nothing amusing in the universe
and the shock was terrimc. Have you
- :.,r I.:-:\ "I.;/. .. y II liH 1 ruilki
ok at your facs and weep. You
iven't gone to it! Well, you are in
ck. It's c:ming out at Alumnae Hall
ie 11th of May, 7:30 o'clock, reduced
,tes, too; only 50 cents apiece. I'll
a copy of the program and
leave your ear-trumpet at
plenty loud. So long."
Lizzie feverishly tea
envelope, bringing for
cf grotesque dimensions. Throwing her-
self on the floor, she clutches the car-
pet madly and fastens her two eyes on
the program, ear-trumpet cast aside
and forgotten. She reads:
"World's most Unique and Original
VAUDEVILLE.
(Cast chosen from elastic population
of this present day. knit together by its
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)





With the class of 1929 heading all
campus activities and the 192S-29 sche-
dule for Courses of Instruction pub-
lished, the college year seems well to
have achieved its climax. Standing at
such a peak ive are in a good position
to focus our thoughts upon a consid-
eration of the college as it is, and as
we hope to see it develop.
consciously lorccast the
we find the most disturbing factor of
the Wellesley of today to be something
which evades description, but which
we continually sense to be present. For
want of a better name it might be
culled Conservatism, or, phrased dif-
ferently, lack of the Explorative In-
stinct. Under that heading ive believe
all sectors of the college, students, fac-
ulty and administration, could be in-
dicted. It is our cardinal sin.
In the student body the implication
only too clear, be it applied to dearth
academic eagerness or to the indif-
-ence and lack of insistence on prin-
ciples which toe pretend to care about.
Probably a majority of the students
varying degrees dissatisfied with
College Government and the social
it stands, but there is no
attempt at action, no vig-
oes not mean that public opin-
ion is quite dead. On the contrary, in
the minds of a minority, and we believe
intelligent minority, restlessness is
apparent. It needs growth and direc-
along lines that will make the
ideas it sponsors bear fruit, and
illow them to be toasted in mis-
taken effort.
Granted that such an animated well-
rected public opinion exists among
e students, at this point we question
no far it would help to mould the col-
lege, and how far it ivould meet with
the hands of the adminis-
nd faculty. Unquestionably
n the student body a definite
feeling that it is useless to have or
many ideas because they will
ather than be expen-
ded with. That student opinion is
worthy of exploring is usually but
'.ot be invariably true, and indi-
vidually the faculty seem
,
decidedly
sympathetic to this vieiv, although the
lectively. Even if student thoughts are
Uy itself contains more potentially
eas than it is itself will-
) the test and develop
'. practice.
need of revision and ex-
methods of scholarship
regulation. There is a
glory in pioneering, be it in the stacks
library or in working out a bet-
ter chaperonage system, ivhich Wel-
lesley is in grave danger of losing. In
expressing a fear
felt among students, faculty and alum-
: fact that it is not confined
dent group, which more easi-
the reputation of being pre-
cipitate and headlong, makes us view
Might the solution perhaps lie in
bridging the faculty-student chasm
which has been so rightly deplored re-
cently, in order to icork out some of
the perplexing but highly suggestive
departures that face both students and
faculty, and ivhich will in time mark
the growth of the American college?
The NEWS can be no more than a
catalytic agent—but it advocates AC-
TION to replace reaction!
COMING EVENTS
Tower Court Hill 7:1a A.M.
Chapel 7:45 A.M.
Court Hill 8:10 A.M.
May Day Pageant
Tower Court Green 3:00 P.M.
Step-singing 7:15 P.M.
The last Faculty recital of the year
will be given by Miss Helen Sleeper,
piano, and Mr. Carl Webster, violon-
cello, on Wednesday evening, May 9, at
8 o'clock in Billings Hall. All are
cordially invited to come. The pro-
gram is as follows:
Prelude and Fugue in E flat Bach
Sonata in F major Mozart
Miss Sleeper





Fantasie, op. 49 Chopin
Miss Sleeper
Sonata for Violoncello and Piano
Saint-Saens
Mr. Webster and Miss Sleeper
One of the most interesting features
of Baccalaureate Vespers will be the
Stabat Mater by Giovanni Battiste
Pergolesi. 1710-1736, which will be sung
ivumpo-er's short life and is quite I
It will be accompanied
double string quartet with double
Professor Rupert C. Lodge of the
University of Manitoba will give a
special lecture on Plato at 4:40 P.
M
on Wednesday. May 9th, in Room 124
Founder's Hall. This lecture has been
arranged by the Department of Phil-
osophy and Psychology
with its work in Greek Philosophy
it is open tc
Professor Lodge, who is vi:
fessor at Harvard University
long student
author of many articles
ject. The Department is
being able to present to Wellesley stu-
dents one so well fitted to give ai
authoritative presentation of this phil-
osophy. The title of his lecture will b<
"The Essence
giving its semi-open
to-morrow night at Alumnae Hall at
7:30. The tickets are 50c and are on
sale to the entire college. The play to
be given is Henry VIII. In costuming
the period is followed very strictly and
the result is a wealth of color and
richness. Pageant-like effects are
aimed at in several of the scenes while
Ik'htinu plays a great part in the sue-
House Presidents 1928-1929
Beebe EDITH VAN ORDEN
Cazenove JANE MAXWELL
Claflin EMILY CORNELL










Heads of Seven Departments Endorse Plan
By Outlining Possibilities For
Individual Study
The efforts of the Student Curriculum Committee have turned this year in
Instead of a further discourse on the question of requirements
ourses which constituted the major portion of last year's
ive centered our interests on "Methods of Study."
felt a growing desire and need for the opportunity of in-
dependent thought and study, and for the application of that method used
in graduate study, in undergraduate work. To clarify the purpose for which
the committee is working it is essential to define the term "Independent Work."
We have taken the term to mean the free pursuit of a subject so as to develop
the methods of investigation which form the basis of graduate work. This
does not necessarily imply making a new discovery, but it does place in the
hands of the student the tool with which this may be done.
Honors in subjects answered this problem for some. We are anxious how-
ever to meet the need of those students who find this solution undesirable. It
particular
tendency to begin honors work in the
Junior year illustrates the very idea
which the committee is sponsoring in
agitating for independent work. The
object in starting honors early is for
the student to gain the tools to prepare
her for her study senior year. For
students who do not take Honors, in-
dependent work would serve the same
purpose as this preparatory work Jun-
ior year, leading in this case to gradu-
the careful i
shown by this department.
Chemistry. The necessary technical
background for independent work in
chemistry makes it seem impossible to
the department. However, courses 302
and 303 offer opportunities for con-
courses. The department suggests for
a student of outstanding ability the
possible omission of all class appoint-
ments in a subject for three or four
weeks, that she may use free time for
more consecutive and independent
work in that subject
Economics. The seminar, course 313,
was planned to meet such needs as we
present. Furthermore, course 301 and
308 allow it in the case of particularly
good students.
Education. Unfortunately, since stu-
dents may not major in Education, in-
dependent study is impossible although
the subject offers interesting fields.
English Composition. Independent
304 would be possible, and permitted if
requested. In fact, if Courses of In-
struction for this year were not already
issued, the captions of these courses
would be rephrased to indicate the op-
portunity for independent research.
English Literature. The many
seminars given, make the field of
choice unusually wide. No special in-
dependent work outside of that in sem-
inar and semester papers in every
course is offered, but in these they
favor correlation with work in philoso-
phy and the languages.
French. Although this department
has taken no steps to provide oppor-
tunity for a student to carry out her
own project, they are willing to give
the necessary guidance for it.
Geology and Geography. Course
305 presents the opportunity for train-
ing in Methods of Research. It is a
two semesters if the students so desire.
German. Courses 305, 307, 308. per-
mit the carrying on of related pieces
of work. Suggestions are given for the
close association of German courses
with those of Philosophy and English
Literature. The department is in sym-
pathy with further development of the
Greek. Course 307 may allow op-
a second unrelated department. Hence
a student, although thoroughly capable
of the independent work involved, is
prevented by her divided interest from
taking Honors and from gaining in-
Study Present Courses
A study of the bulletin reveals cer-
tain courses which offer opportunity
for independent research, as Botany
323. Economics 313, English Composi-
tion 304, History 309, Physics 302. and
Zoology 307.
It was suggested at the meeting of
i the
course in the descriptive caption. Since
we desired our information to be as
accurate and complete as possible, we
applied directly to the heads of depart-
that we have compiled the following
report of independent work available
in college courses. All grade three
courses supply work of this type to a
limited extent.
Art, Problems in Medieval Art
offers this opportunity. The depart-
ment favors policies of independent
study. For example, it might be pos-
sible to continue the study of Italian
painting. Course 303, by a year's study
of one or two individual painters se-
lected from this course.
vidual observatory practice and 304 is a
seminar for graduate students, but a
senior may take it by special permis-
Biblical History. In the grade three piece of work. Few students,
courses offered by the department, op- ' are advanced enough t
portunlty is provided for related pieces
'
t
study in Greek, but in exceptional cases
of work. The department is willing to the department would be willing to
cooperate further in sponsoring hide-
j
provide for it in a field not covered in
pendent work outside of. but neverthe- a fixed course,
less in conjunction with, these courses. History. It does not seem possible
Botany. This department encour- ' for the department to offer at present
ages "the problem method" in every individual work outside the field of any
possible course, beginning with 101 and particular course offered, except in a
increasing with the ability of the stu-
j
very rare and exceptional case. Course
dent and the advance in the subject : 309 gives methods of historical re-
matter to course 307, and especially 323 I search,
as mentioned above. We appreciate 1 (Continued on Page 7, Column 2)
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THE FRENCH CLUB GIVES PLAY
AND ANNOUNCES ITS OFFICES
\ . . :
i spite of the many play;
Friday, April 27th, thi
icaise presentation of Ce
t Journal at Shakespeare House
well attended, and happily
^rea!
Yvonette, a young Bre tonne, maid
Mme. Ribert. has read in her guide
"high Life,'* Le Petit Journal, that there
is at large in Paris a band of women
thieves. During the absence of the
mistress three callers come to the
house and each of these is taken cap-
tive. As Yvonette is glorying in her
cleverness Mme. Ribert returns, and
the poor maid finds that her "thieves"
are Mile. Lisa, modiste de la Maison
Raphaelle. Mme. Dormier, an aunt of
Mme. Ribert. and Mme. de Nigean, an
important friend of Mme. Dormier.
The parts were well played, especially
that of Lydia Francis '29 as Yvonette.
The other players were—
Mile. Lisa Natalie Disston '30
Mme. Ribert Louise Blyth '31
Mme. Dormier. Helen Kottcamp '30
Mme. de Nigean,
Mildred Waldron '29
Credit and many thanks should be
given to Mrs. Chamberlin for her ex-
cellent coaching of this play, and to
Helen Coldwell '28 and Thelma Smyth
"29. Chairmen of costuming and
58. If Hoover can
defeat Senator Watson in the Indiana
primary on May 8 he will have tri-
umphed over another important "fav-
orite son." The chief danger to his
candidacy, however, arises not so much
from the strength of any other avowed
candidate as from such large unpledged
delegations as New York and Pennsyl-
ania. With them rests the balance
Smith Controls Many Delegates
The Democratic primaries have be
series of victories for Governor Smith
of New York; New Hampshire, Nortr
Dakota. Michigan. New York. Illinois
Wisconsin, Massachusetts and Penn-
sylvania having been carried by him
In two other stE




with a few excep-
? 682 Democratic delegates s
sleeted 433 are instructed for or pledged
ith and 131 others are knoi
The Alliance is pleased
Thelma Smyth '29
Pauline Jones '29 vice
Natalie Disston '30
Louise Blyth '31
of the delegates. The
Kipiiblnan (hoi.es >igni.\r;tnt
Ten of the seventeen presidential
primary states, including the strategic
states of New York, Massachusetts and
Ohio held their primaries during
March and April. In the Republican
party some of these contests were ex-
citing and significant. In New Hamp-
shire and Michigan Hoover met with
no opposition and in Massachusetts
what opposition there was crumbled
when President Coolidge refused to
permit his name to be used. Lowden
captured the North Dakota delegation
with equal ease. In Wisconsin and
Nebraska there were spirited contests
between Norris "farm relief" groups
and the so-called Coolidge "adminis-
tration" groups. Norris winning a ma-
jority of the delegates in each case.
The most significant contests were
those of Illinois and Ohio. In his
home state the Thompson-Small fac-
tion of the Republican party opposed
Lowden with a group of "draft Cool-
idge" delegates. The presidential pri-
pport
th victory under these
would be a tremendous
ost to his prestige.
Political prognostications are always
dangerous but the writer is willing to
that Smith will be
nominated and that Hoover has more
n a "fighting chance" of being so.
Herbert Hoover and Alfred Smith
the successful nominees of their re-
ctive parties it will be first time
.t the verdict of the pi'imuri.^ and
choice of the
; exciting
control of Thompson and Small. It
Lowden, however, for defeat in his own
state might have ended his presidential
hopes. As it is he will have the sup-
port of 46 of the 61 delegates from
Illinois. The Ohio campaign opened
as a battle royal between Hoovei
Senator Willis, the "favorite soi
that state. The death of Senator Willis
in the midst of his campaign might
have been expected to alter the situa-
tion. But his supporters continued the
approximately
r, that in the Dem-
party a two-thirds vote is re-
o nominate. One of the com-
which will be watched
i interest is the California contest
May 1. That is a three-cornered
fight between groups of delegates fav-
oring Smith, Reed and Walsh of Mon-
the
In this contest thf
has figured promi-
alsh group has hac
. G. Mc-
" 'The False Neckla
its most terrifying best. Given at Fresh
man Vaudeville. Wellesley College
causing many freshmen to give up col
lege at the time in order to go on thi
stage. Cast includes Jean Poindexter
Katherine Cast, Tony Deppeler. Ruth
Allen and Tom Sawyer.
" 'Samson and Delila—in Milt Gros
dialect by Emily Goehst and five others
'
'Enter the Lewd Stranger'—Shake
speare Society's Farce, an O'Neill ver
sion of 'Romeo and Juliet.' Have yoi
ever been shut up with a corpse on :
freight car at night and wondered just
what to do? Well .
Orchestra- lrd by
Peter Hardy with Johnny Jones at the
piano. Jazz numbers they have gath-
ered from the bargain table of the
"Dance numbers by Pee Wee Moore
and Marie Foster.
"Song and dance numbers with a
chorus from Wilder. Especially wilder
is the Apachee dance given by Nellie
Lee Pierce and Louise Goepper.
"Aesthetic Dancers as they never are
by Alice Abbott. Catherine Wagner,
Elizabeth Nash. Susan
"Darkey number featuring negro
spirituals and a few black spots from
'Patience,' by Pauline Florsheim. Kath-
erine Cast, Lydia Francis and others."
il Murad, why not go? Incident-
he vaudeville manager has prom-
that all the proceeds are to be
given to our swimming pool fund!
SHAKESPEARE'S BIRTHDAY IS
REMEMBERED WITH A LECTURE
Monday night, April 23rd Miss Mar-
ia Hale Shackford lectured at Shake-
speare, on Shakespeare's Debt to Sam-
uel Daniel. Miss Shackford places
special emphasis on the poems where
arh'-r than in the subject matter.
Miss Shackford pointed out many
phases of the lives and environments
of the two men which were much alike,
Daniel's career often paralleling
Shakespeare's. Daniel's sonnets to
Delia influenced Shakespeare when he
BONWIT TELLER &.CQ
FIFTH AVENUE AT 38™ STREET, NEW YORK
Invite you to an Cxhibit of
Rummer CJashions
and Accessories
for Women and Misses
Thursday Friday • Saturday
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te distinguished by tailored
—beautiful quality, specially priced
Dress Slips ... . $3 to $5
! lovely dress slips, both tailored and lace trimmed,
white and flesh.
50 CENTRAL STREET
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Tel. Wei.
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
Colonial Building Wellesley Square
Tel. -M—Re





We are offering a
10% DISCOUNT
u all Elastic Step-in Corset








A large variety of smart, s





All silk Hosiery $1.39








The play is the story o
Caliple Harounal Raschid
the ingenuity of Hassan
confectioner. Hassai
opposes the execution of Rafi
sweetheart Pervanen.
Among the patronesses from Welles
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WITH AN EYE TO THE FUTURE
more that the curriculum of Wellesley
College includes a bewildering and
amazing variety of courses, practically
all of which possess their own particu-
lar appeal. Again we are appalled by
the task confronting us of making the
most judicious selection, one including
those courses of greatest benefit or
value to us individually.
From all sides come conflicting opin-
Thec
tions of various courses; the chief n
of some, according to the views of
tain people, apparently being that 1
are "snaps"; the greatest virtue
others lying in the convenience
difficult courses and require ci
able work, their contributions ;
worth the trouble. Many a jui
approached her senior year v.
Era we hearken to the word
Foreseen of the present-day
riodical parasite, the
ic of the colleges, whose diatribe
strongly suspect of playing the
venient role of pot-boilers more often
than not, is "herd psychology." The
average American college woman is
accused of actual disinclination, even
total inability, to think for herself;
daily and hourly she commits intel-
lectual suicide by grooming herself in
a red beret and subjecting herself to
the hazards of afternoon tea, both of
which "gestures" might be exceedingly
distasteful to her were she alone in
practising them. It is a far cry, how-
ever, from cramming for a quiz with
vidual bent in academic work in ac-
cordance with a plan of study which
one has actually thought out for one-
self. The burden of the recent report
her college career would have enabled
her to select more senior subjects that
she really wants. We have no wish to
urge all students to pick out a hide-
bound group of majors at the begin-
ning of the sophomore year; in many
cases such a procedure is obviously im-
practical and impossible. We do ad-
vocate, however, a wiser consideration
in this matter of the selection of
courses, and in furtherance of this
opinion wish to suggest that the faculty
the puzzled doctor. There have been
students in the past who, afflicted with
mental laziness at the beginning of the
sophomore year, recovered to such a
degree that by the end of the junior
or senior year they regretted the "easy"
road they had taken; "easy" in the
literal sense and from the point of
view of being carelessly chosen.
The Senate
The last meeting of the Senate of
1927-1928 was held in Miss Pendle-
ton's home on Thursday, April 26. The
read and approved. One item of in-
terest was the S500 profits cleared this
year by the Informal Dancing Com-
mittee under Elizabeth Zeigler, '28,
Chairman. The Senate approved the
request of that committee to give part
of these proceeds to the Service Fund
and to the Swimming Pool Fund.
New legislation was proposed to ex-
tend further privileges to the senior
class. It was proposed that seniors
may return unchaperoned to dormi-
tcries until 12:30 A. M. in groups of
two or more or with an escort. This
measure was defeated by a large ma-
jority vote.
The Senate granted the request of
the Informal Dancing Committee to
hold a dance after June Play. This
suggestion will be submitted to the
Senior Class before plans are made for
The International Student Identity
Card
The College Government Association
wishes to call to the attention of all
students who are traveling abroad this
summer the International Student
Identity card. This card is issued by
the International Confederation of
Students (the C. I. E.), and through
National Student Federation of
student.-* who are registered in ac-
credited colleges and universities in the
United States. This card serves as an
introduction to European students and
their organizations and as a proof of
identity in obtaining reduced prices for
railroad and air travel and for
n hotels and museums.
!' '
warm reception from the
confesses it stimulating to
der to find inspiration in solitary read-
ing in the library. We trust, also, that
our friends the critics will take notice.
Wellesley is doing all that it can in
of its objective;—it hopes
thinking citizens..
The labors of the Stu-
dent Curriculum Corn-
Committee mittee seem to have an
Report aspect apart from request
for independent work. In
the suggestions made by each depart-
ment of courses already presenting
this method of study, any student de-
siring this type of work may find a
solution to her problem. This is prob-
ably the greatest immediate value of
the report, although we join with the
committee in requesting the further
introduction of opportunities to the
the
grey
ing the present system I
preparation time. It :
however, for next year's
c :n.sider allowance for
study without interrupti
general opinion among si
as we have sensed it, is t
provision is necessary.
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
zust be signed with the full name
f the author. Initials or numerals
nil be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
clves responsible for opinions and
this column.
THE LINK IS Rfs\
"The line is busy." she says, and we
long to cast our lady-like decorum to
the wind and express ourselves freely
in the nautical manner. But we don't,
we just sigh deeply and meditate on
the tyranny of fate—one telephone for
some fifty people.
Oh, would that on some chilly, driz-
zling, murky blurb of a night when the
thought of a swimming pool is enough
some daring soul would in an inspired
moment send the swimming pool funds
to the telephone company.
swimming fiends, but we cannot for-
get our vain efforts of a winter's night
to get hold of someone in Claflin on
the telephone on business that was im-
portant enough to make life rather dif-
ficult for the rest of the night. And
we are only a freshman; we dread to
when we assume the responsibilities of
upper-classmen.
By the way, what we really mean is,
can't we have a few more telephones?
1931.
COLLEGE GOVERNMENT
obtained by student holders of
the Identity Card are as follows:—
1) Free visas were granted to Austria,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary.
Jugo-Slavia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxem-
bourg, and Poland; 2) a fifty per cent
reduction on a $10 visa is granted for
France; 3) group visas are given for
Great Britain and the Irish Free State
i not exceeding
twenty-five in number (two students
eling to Europe are
urged to take advantage of this offer.
The Identity Card may be secured for
from the Committee on Foreign Re-
F. A., 218 Madison
Avenue, New York City. For further
information consult the notice which
i the C. G. board in Found-
confer with Harriet Hardy.
Wentworth, and Martha
Biehle.
The Handbook of Student Travel
The International Confederation of
tudents publishes a Handbook of
Student Travel which gives full par-
ticulars about the Student Unions of
Europe, information regarding univer-
in a great many countries, in-
formation about travel accommoda-
and statements of the rate of
exchange for foreign currency. These
Handbooks may be secured from Mal-
>lm Carr. Tower Court.
SILVER BAY CONFERENCE
The Silver Bay Conference is to be
?ld this year from June nineteenth to
twenty-eighth.
ndacks near the northern end of
Lake George, and students from many
colleges of the east and south gather
there to discuss college and community
problems. They will have the help of
inspiring leaders as Dr. Tweedy,
of Yale. Dr. Neibuhr. Chairman of the
Inter-racial Commission in Detroit, and
Miss Sofle Zernova. secretary for work
among Russian emigre students in Eu-
Those who are interested are asked
i sign on the list which is posted on
le C. A. Board in Founders.
In the first place, everyone :
f the college for more
science buildings is
very pressing; naturally the Adminis-
tration has to attend to the work of
the College before it can concern itself
with its recreational facilities, even
tion is as healthful and beneficial as
swimming. According to the present
scheme of things it will be at least ten
years before the Administration will be
in a position to consider the Pool.
Therefore, if we students wish to take
dip the up
; something by raising a con-
fund right now. We must
that no outsider is going to
with gifts until we have first
Another point in favor of our giving
generously is that all of us are to some
extent in the college's debt. It is evi-
dent that we do not even begin to pay
for all that we receive here, and it
seems only fair that we should be will-
ing to show our appreciation by re-
sponding enthusiastically to any ap-
peal that is made in behalf of the col-
Amounts Are Tentative
Another matter that needs explain-
ing is the question of how much each
student is expected to give. There is
no set amount. Sometime ago it was
suggested that if everyone could beg,
borrow or steal $100 the pool would
soon become a reality. The amused
protest that this brought forth, led us
to believe that perhaps the college was
not in such a hurry to dive in as we
had supposed. Consequently we low-
ered our figure and suggested that by
collecting $30 apiece we could raise
$50,000. a fourth of the amount needed.
These figures are suggestions only; we
anyone who can afford to give more.
Many people will have to raise a great
deal more in order to compensate for
those who find it impossible to collect
$30. Our ambition is to get everyone
Finally we would like to describe
method of procedure in this ca
paign. Most of you. we hope, h
already been approached by a Ci
vasser and urged to write home i
a substantial gift.
about ten days for
gifts At
of that time. May 4th, we intend to
collected to date by the members of
each class. This will be done by means
of a chart and will continue until Field
Day (May 24th or 26th), when the
grand total will be announced. In the
meantime, be enthusiastic, show your
interest by supporting all money-mak-
all,
i home. Remember t i if you really
BOOKS FOR EXHIBITION
The Exhibition of Rare Books and
Manuscripts belonging to students con-
ill more or at least as interesting as
icse already in. Students are urged
'
bring such books in to the library
jfore May 5.
FACULTY-"WE ARE HERE"
I have a suit of blue and white
I study comp
And hygiene too
And I am hushed both day and night
I am a Wellesley Freshman.
I still have gym
And Bible now
I live no longer in the Vill
Have psych and phil
Learn how to speak
And make the numerals on the hill
I am a Wellesley Sophomore.
for major offices
Wellesley Junior.
I have a gown
My "privilege" is not far away
I have a hoop
Which I will roll on next May Day





Department Head it up and said,
"What makes you think you can?
Your background is deplorable.
Your brain work is ignorable,
Your courses none of them relate
You don't know how to correlate
You're really in a shocking state.
yet
Ec conflicts with History
Psych conflicts with Lit;
Why can't Administrations
Make our programs fit?
I think I'd like to correlate
Some Zoo with Senior Art;
And study evolution of
A VERY marble heart.
Especially when mus
And papers all comi
Then I expect my
Would evolute some
309's deserted by a very famous
I left my cell while the check-up
lieutenant was reporting me there, and
leaving our sweet cloister hastened to
the shores of Waban. There I lay
down, when a maiden wondrous fair
moved toward me from Tupelo. Know-
ing that sector to be haunted by Si-
rens who lure friendless men to doom,
I turned to flee, but she reached my
side before I could stir.
"Fear not," she begged and wept si-
lently.
"Twas then I noted that her robes
were adorned with strange symbols and
"Art thou Fortune?" I ;
less power c
do
Kneeling. I vowed that ne'er
desert her and begged that sh
"I am Rhetoric," quoth she, am
ppeared in a shower of commas
I crept to my cell. There oi
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When Dad was a "Modern Youth"
£"7)ICYCLES,stereopticon lectures,
cJLJ and the "gilded" youths with
their horses and carts; at night the
midnight oil burning in student
lamps while the gas lights glared and
flickered across the campus— the
gay nineties when Dad was in
college seem primitive to us to-day.
Now it's sport roadsters, the
movies, and radios. At night
the Mazda lamp replaces
the midnight oil in dormi-
tory rooms, while modern vfci
street lighting sheds its friendly
glow over the campus.
Without electricity we would
have none of these improve-
ments. To-day's marvel of electrical
invention becomes to-morrow's
accepted utility. In the coming
years, by taking advantage of new
uses of electricity you will be
able to go so much farther
that the "tearing twenties"
will seem just as primitive
as the "gay nineties".
Scientiits in tU research id- catnras of the General V.lctr'u
Company keep G.E. a leader hi the field of electrical
progress. Skilka C-E engine, n ,/. rc'hf eaj> latest invention.
The G-E factories carry out the engineers' designs with
high-quality material and expert workmanship.
DRESSES
Crepe de chine andgeorgette Dress and Sporl models . . <CQ 7C





Fri. and Sat., May 4 and 5
"Sporting Goods"
DARTS' CAMP
A Modern Summer Hotel in
the Adirondacks
e Parties and Sorority Conv.
. Write for details.
JOHN W. T. LESURE
THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
A Professional School for College
Graduates.
The Academic Year for 192S-29 opens
Monday, October 1, 192S.
The European Travel Course
Sailing from Boston June 10th
Sailing from Cherbourg September 15th
The Summer School at Oxford
From Monday, July 9th, to Saturday,
September 1st.
Henry Atherton Frost — Director
13 Boylston Street, Cambridge, Mass.
At Harvard Square
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Friday and Saturday. May 4th and
5th, Richard Dix will appear at the
Community Playhouse in Sporting
Goods. A light and breezy comedy,
the picture shows Dix in the role of a
golf suit salesman to whom Pate lends
a Rolls-Royce, but w
chooses to keep up the deception
a girl he has met and fallen in
with, by engaging the most
suite of a Pasadena hotel. A crooked
poker game nearly upsets his fortunes
and his love-affair, but Dix's charming
for tlW
happy ending.
Monday and Tuesday, May 7th and
8th. Barrie's famous play, Quality
Street will be shown in its picturized
form on the Playhouse screen. Marion
Davies plays the part of pretty Phoebe
Throssel, who deceives the young doc-
tor she loves by presenting herself to
him as her own niece because of his
chagrin at finding her so changed upon
Ccnrad Nagel, Helen Jerome Eddy and
Flora Finch support Miss Davies.
Wednesday and Thursday, May 9th
and 10th, Zane Grey's Under the
Tonto Rim is coming to the Play-
len. Mary Brian and Jack Luden. The
cry of "Gold!" about 1880 roused the
sleepy little cattle center of Tonto









WILBUR—The Play's the Ti
THE SQUALL
A triple-triangle play in a Spanish
setting. Jean Bart's The Squall nas not
a startling nor an involved plot. Nubi,
Mendez home where she systematically
proceeds to render the men untrue to
their respective sweethearts and wives.
Not an unusual story, but one giving
opportunity for the entrance of other
qualities meriting the popularity of the
play. It is extremely diverse; funda-
mentally emotional, based on the pri-
philosophy, song and a rose tucked
under a mantilla, delicious humor, gos-
sip so nakedly like gossip one has said
or heard as to be accusing, and the
anger of a father with a boy who has
The brunt of the worry and responsi-
allowed little action until the
and might very easily
into the background unless her own
personality kept her in the lead. Miss
actress, has the required quality for the
portrayal.
Except for this consideration of the
contrast in roles, the laurels would go
to Suzanne Caubaye as Nubi. A flam-
ins personification of sex appeal she
gives probably the most finished per-
formance. It is her appearance that
saves the first act. which begins with
almost amateur uncertainty on the
part of some of the players. Anthony
Andre as Don Diego, the old sea-cap-
tain, is very good. The merit of Mer-
amazingly. Anita is negative.
THE THEATRICAL SCENE
Mitzi is at the Shubert this week in
a pleasant musical play, The Mad-
cap. Disguised as an enfant terrible
of twelve summers, though in reality
a swset young thing of twenty, Mitzi
does amazing things in her own inimi-
chcrus with Harry Puck's assistance,
provides an adequate background,
With the closing of "The Silver
Cord" at the Wilbur last Saturday,
came the prospect of a dark house
until the arrival of Paris, and Irene
Bordoni on May 7. The interval is be-
ing filled by Mr. Holbrook Blinn who
has brought to Boston the sparkling
Molnar comedy The Play's the Thing.
From May 7 to May 19. the Hollis
will house an amusing farce concerning
youth and the Follies, called Jimmie's
Women.
Winthrop Ames" Production of
Merchant of Venice comes to the
Plymouth Theatre on May 7, with
George Arliss and Peggy Wood in the
respective roles of Shylock and Portia.
The play is condensed and concentrat-
ed, giving it both swiftness and finish.
The Tremont, on the same date, will
house Fast Company, the long-wait-
ed baseball story taken from Ring
Lardner's short story Hurry Kane.
and adapted for stage production by
Mr. Lardner and George M. Cohan.
Walter Huston has the part of gradu-
ate bush-leaguer.
Irene Bordoni brings Paris to the
ilbur on May 7, along with many in-
icements in the form of saucy sing-
g of sophisticated songs. Cole Por-
r. author, many changes of dress, and
. effect. Anyone vending
. rumored was done after
tve made his fortune!
C. A.
The members of the Christian Asso-
ciation invite the faculty members and
the students of the college to an organ
recital in the Houghton Memorial
Chapel at 7:30, Sunday evening, May
6th. Professor Clarence G. Hamilton








First Movement from Symphony
in D Major Haydn
Violin:
Romance from Concerto in
D Minor Wieniawski
Choral Prelude on "St. Peter"
Kitson
Minuet in F Major Claussman
Meditation Kinder
Voice:
How Beautiful Upon the
Mountains . . Flaxington-Harker
The Little Shepherd Debussy
Toccato in G Major Dubois
provide
manders" who will
chestra pit and the stage. Miss Bor-
doni's part is that of a French comed-
ienne engaged to a New England
youth, whose mother, a Puritanical
matron with generations of the "Mas-
sachusetts Sabbots" behind her, comes
into conflict with her son's choice of a
wife. The piece, which has been in
Philadelphia for weeks, promises to de-
light audiences here in equal degree.
Rio Rita which sojourned here for
a brief space preparatory to its New
York season, will return to its first
The
cast includes such favorites as Ada
May, Bert Wheeler, Walter Catlett.
Harold Murray. Ethelind Terry and the
Albertina Rasch girls.
An opening of special interest, al-
though somewhat more remote than the
preceding, is that of Walter Hampden
who will be at the Plymouth for one
week, beginning Monday, May 21. He
will appear in three plays. On Mon-
day, Tuesday and Wednesday he will
give Caponsacchi. on Thursday, Fri-
day and Saturday evenings An Ene-
my of the people, and on the Satur-
day matinee "Hamlet". "Caponsacchi",
an episode taken from Browning's "The
Ring and the Book", gives Mr. Hamp-
and priest. n the plot which centers
about a murder. The drama has been
the delight of theatre goers in New
York for th past season. Ibsen's "An
Enemv of th e People" concerns the re-
forming of Dr. Stockmann.
The New
Dpemtinj; u Berlin reports that the
production c f "Rose Marie" has found
n German theatrical cir-
cles. A Berlin critic remarks with jus-
this Rose Marie, wander-
ng in and out of saloons, mountains.
'ashion parlors and castles? Is she
rich or poor a lady or a gold-digger?
Harbach an Hammerstein. The Ger-
n it with the same pitying
eyes which hey have for a soda foun-
tain. And t lis in spite of the fact that
four years in America, two in London,
a half in Paris are figures
that should normally be regarded as
speaking th sign language of the the-
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Out From Dreams and
Theories
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE IS
EXCELLENT FIELD FOR WOMEN
Training for ,vork in Landscape
opportunities in this
field were discussed at the Botany
Building, April 23, by Mr. Robert S.
Sturtevant, Director of the Lowthorpe
School of Landscape Architecture for
Women. The landscape architect has a
fascinating profession since her in-
genuity and talent are called upon for
all sorts of work. She may design parks
or gardens, plan country estates, draw





satisfy him. Then the architect should
know enough of physical topography
and civil engineering to be able to su:
vey land independently or at least i
check up on the one employed to su:
vey. A knowledge of free-hand sketcr
ing is essential for the
preliminary plans. One
architecture contracting, and planting
in order to complete a job.
Except in planning parks and real
estate developments a woman has a
Since she ought to begin by doing
more than $100-S150 a montl
when she enters business for 1
there is a splendid opportunity tc
money, especially during rush si
Mr. Sturtevant cited several i
who are successful landscape
tects: Mrs. Shipman. who is c
Since this is a :
schools that do teach landscape archi-
tecture differ greatly in the type of
courses they offer. A college graduate
does not gain anything toward her pro-
fession in college unless she majors in
botany or horticulture. The Low-
thorpe School, the Cambridge School,
the Universities of Ohio. Illinois, and
Iowa—all offer excellent courses. Mr.
Sturtevant did not advise taking any
correspondence course, since they do
not give any practise in the subject.
ery to the people who dwell in the
Lower Valley region. The disaster has
more or less passed into the oblivion
of history but the problem of flood
control still remains unsolved. The
crisis in the long battle to provide for
adequate control of the flood peril has
arrived. The bill is at present in the
hands of the conferees, and when it
the support of both houses of Congress,
it will be brought before the President.
The twofold question that is agitating
Congress is whether the President will
veto the bill, and provided he does so.
whether he will find enough support
among Senators and Representatives
dent will veto the bill, although noth-
ing so far known is official. It is also
known that the majority is against the
views of the
The Adm
ers have argued that the Jones Bill,
which has now come back to the Sen-
ate as the Jones-Reid-Bill, is merely
a makeshift which would in the end
mean the expenditure of more than
SI.000,000.000. This plan provides for
an appropriation of $325,000,000 al-
though it is frankly admitted that it
will in all probability rise to $5,000,000.-
000. Mr. Reid. Chairman of the House
Flood Committee, backed by both Re-
publicans and Democrats, stands for
Federal financing. The other
he Jadwin Plan, is that of the
Mississippi River Commission, propos-
ing the expenditure of $700,000,000 to-
eat system of levees and
This calls for an appropri-
,tion of $295,000,000 of which 20% is
levied against the people in the
.reas. Although this brought un-
favorable comment against General
Jadwin. the Chief Engineer, the plan
indorsement of the President.
New York Times of April 29,
is quoted as saying:
RUTH STEPHENS WINS CONTEST
FOR SOPHOMORE SPEECH PRIZE
The Department of Reading and
Speaking announces Ruth Stephens as
the winner of the Isabelle Eastman
Fisk Prize. The contest, which is open
to all sophomores, was entered this
year by twenty-ti
of these gave a four
again on her original subject,, this
time on any aspect she wished, but it
was required that the speeches be ex-
temporaneous. Miss Stephens ex-
plained the purposes and ideals of the
Camp Fire Girls' organization, giving
jects varied, from a charming house
on Cape Cod, described by Betty Han-
son, to exciting days in war-time Lon-
don, of which Agnes Addison spoke.
Jane Hemingway told of a National
Fete which she had seen in Switzer-
land, and Norma Holzman had chosen
a more formal subject, outlining the
history and describing the effects of
the famous Dreyfuss case, which she
treated mainly for its significance as a
In general, the speeches were marked
by the fine poise and excellent
work of the five contestants. Tn Miss
Stephens' case particularly, a din"
subject was made interesting by
possibilildelay has m
another chapter in this awful story
of misery, suffering, starvation, illness
1 death in the flood-threatened reg-
s of the Mississippi Valley. The
rors of the 1927 flood are still fresh
the public mind, yet the law, still
effect, says to those who face the
threat of the flood 'no pay, no pro-
The thousands to whom the Lower
Mississippi Valley is home have ap-
i to Congress" and we are going,
now Congress, to answer that ap-
n the right way. I frankly admit
there is probably not a man in
Congress who does not want to see the
floods of the Mississippi controlled.
Disagree on the Financing
"The issue is twofold—first, the ade-
quateness of the control and, secondly,
the financing of it. The second is the
big outstanding barrier to complete
agreement as between the supporters
of pending legislation in Congress on
the one hand, and the President. Gen-
eral Jadwin, the Secretary of War and
their supporters in Congress on the
other. The Senate has unanimously
passed a bill and sent it to the House.
the big questic
no cold, disi :
economy will decide this issue, and any
patry advocating such a move had bet-
"Some say that it is not the affair
of the United States Government to
do this work. But who can stand idly
by and see the lower valley
and depopulated, "business ii
. degraded?"people starved ;
oused by the frightful
ie lower valley. Noth-
adequate, comprehen-
; urged to take
hold of this problem on a national
scale and assume full responsibility
for the time, labor and great cost in-
volved in obtaining complete control
of the Mississippi River, surely it is
sufficient to remind him that the
drainage basin of this great river cov-
United States.
"Besides the great investment in the
levees, there is need of the Mississippi
as a carrier of United States and fore-
The havoc wrought to
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What good IS
anyhow
i. your health has been
impaired I It's a bigger
asset to you than ycur
education — and it's easy
to safeguard. You will










inh'i|,n till" tive spirit back or
he art lie was too orthodox to add
nuch to the accepted opinions.
Characterization was more carefully
general rather .specific charac-
an entirely new figure. That a real-
istic figure from contemporary life
might arouse sympathetic appreciation
from a modern audience seemed not to
enter Lord Dunsany's mind. He
pleaded heartily for use of raw ma-
terial in character building. That the
present age is scientifically ahead of
itself and servant to its own mechani-
cal inventions he mentioned as a cause
for looking to previous ages for the
meaning of life. Then, there was none
of the feverish change which now so
constantly oppresses us that we can-
not understand, let alone interpret, the
direction in which we are headed. One
rather suspects Lord Dunsany of back-
ing out of the study of contemporary
values with a mere superficial appre-
ciation of the surface difficulties.
Play
his discussion of the purpose of the
playwright. He must write not what
the public wants because he can't know
its changing tastes, not what the man-
ager demands because that would limit
yreat i
in
whatever form it assumes. While this
may be satisfactory from the artist's
point of view, it leaves one no ground
for protest when one's plays are not
produced.
Further illustrating his taste for the
general truths in events, he claims
that neither the reality of an experi-
ence nor the probability of its occur-
ring matters, if the event happens as
it would have happened in real life.
This lead him to offer his definition of
a good play as one that must look as
if fate had had a hand in it. A good
play is important in life because it puts
a new side of life before the audience
and one which they would never have
come into contact with without the
writer's crystalization of his thoughts
concerning life. At heart most men
are artists but this potential power
finds expression in the keen apprecia-
tion of the truth of the creative artist's
presentation. This dramatic art should
enrich the lives of others. This re-
quires the good dramatists to echo peo-
ple's thoughts in order to touch their
hearts. That this implies that the
fore putting his idea on paper seems to
refute the claim that the dramatist
must merely write what he observes
regardless of the public.
Rhythmic Prose Is Poetry
The obvious paraphanalia of
nique is distasteful to Lord Dunsany
though he firmly believes that the
good artist will have an unself-con-
scious technique. Turning to prose, hi
took it up in the light of its rhythmii
relation to poetry. Prose rhythm is tru
result of a selected beauty of phras
ing and diction. Later in reading
from some of his own things, he i
consciously illustrated that much
cadence of his prose. He also r
some poetry selected with an eye to
the humorous rather than the aesthet-
In closing he read a play, The Raffle,
which has not yet been published. It
was more a sketch than a serious offer-
ing. Without his own delightful char-
acterization of the various parts one
fears the interest would have lagged.
"An Hour of Music." held under the
auspices of the Christian Association
Sunday evening. April 22, in the
Chapel, was all the more delightful in
that it gave us back our beloved Pro-
fessor Emeritus H. C. Macdougall for
To
the
Chapel organ again. The program he
gave us was interesting and varied and
was interpreted with consummate mu-
The Prelude from the Wellesley Song
Book was followed by the lyric Pastor-
ale in C Major, and both contrasted
vividly with the sonorous Allegro Pom-
poso from a Handel concerto which
concluded the group. Its fine deep
ones and vigorous polyphony, strong
hythms and bright melodies held to-
gether by an underlying Teutonic co-
and solidity made a brilliantly
dramatic whole.
e six pieces from the Children's
Book had perhaps the most pop-
appeal of any group on the pro-
gram. It showed us Tschaikowsky in
different vein from the intensely
in the symphonies, with
frequent riotous moods and vivid di-
es. The marked simplicity of the
nim-j Prayer, the delicate March,
quaintly whimsical Sueet Reverie.
light, clear, subdued tones of the
Lark, and the lilting Russian song,
think must be a dancing song
iecided racial flavor, made a
delightful group which showed us a
Tschaikowsky with an instinctive flair
or melodic beauty and full of latent
ecided rhythmic individuality.
The Theme with Seven Variations
nd Fugue by Alfred Hollins was tre-
mendous. Brilliant passage work and
vigorous polyphony contrasted with
ed chords and masterly use of the
in the organ produced gorgeous
contrasts and was a grand finale
most enjoyable hour.
M. D. L., '29.
from Page 1, Col. 5>
Italian. The department admits the
possibility of developing special lines
of study outside of the courses as con-
tcted, and is willing to cooperate with
iy qualified student who would wish
take up this work.
Latin. It is interesting to note that
e Latin department does not feel
sufficient urge on the part of the stu-
dent to appreciate the opportunities al-
ready offered in connection with regu-
In requirement for the
Gonei al Examination every senior must
present some results of independent
work not connected with the regular
AImih.m.viks. The department wel-
comes effort to carry independent sub-
jects outside of the regular courses
but points out that in mathematics
real research is not possible except ir
graduate work.
Music, Independent study is &p-
proved by the department, but is now
offered only in course 304 on fugal
composition.
Philosophy and Psychology. Courses
210, 303 and 308 offer independent
on specific problems. These classes
never meet as a whole, but meet
dividually with the instructor.
Philosophy 312. the students spend
most of their time doing papers which
might be called theses.
Physics. Course 302 is listed abov
as independent work. Course 101 is t
be made less mathematical and mor
Spanish. No courses are provided
along the independent line. The c
Zoology. Course 307—"Research"
definitely along the lines we are t
vocating. It is possible for unusi
students to carry a specific probl
through courses 303 and 310. The (
partment encourages the many pos
bilities for connecting its courses w
those of other departments.
Prom the above facts it will be s<
departments offer indepen-
limited field. The committee hopes
help students -avail themselves of op-
portunities for independent work al-
ready open to them. Seven depart-
; offer strictly research courses.
iy. Economics. English Composi-
History, Psychology, Physics and
Zoology.
the rts of the
Cmuiihi: -departments, the Curriculi
recommends such courses in all de-
partments. In other words, it recom-
mends that the opportunity for inde-
;or credit be open to
approved seniors not applicants for
Honors.
recognises the practical difficuties
involved in putting a great burden on
instructors who already have full
schedules. Departments otherwise will-
ing to cooperate find this the greatest
obstacle. The committee feels how-
stimation of the value of in-
dependent work, it may well request
careful consideration of this problem
with i ' to 1
The Committee wishes to thank the
?ads of departments for their illum-
inating and helpful assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
Sttirtrut Committee on Curriculum,
Doris Miller '28 Chairman,
Ruth Young Allen '28,
Susan Shepherd '29
Dorothy S. Alexander '29,
A. E. Addison '30.
DE PINNA
5th Avenue at 52nd Street
NEW YORK
WILL SHOW IN THE WELLESLEY
DISPLAY SHOP
Today, Tomorrow and Saturday,
May 3rd, 4th and 5th
their exclusive spring and summer importations and
productions of Tailored and Sports Apparel
and Accessories for Young Ladies.
A Crisis for Women's Colleges
THE CHANGING COLLEGE GIRL
HOW THE COLLEGES ARE MEETING
THE CHALLENGE OF THE
NEW STUDENT
HOW THE COLLEGES ARE FITTING
WOMEN FOR LIFE
Four important, interesting articles
to appear in The New York Times
Magazine on four successive Sun-
days. Beginning next Sunday.
TN THE FIRST ARTICLE the Presidents of seven important
women's colleges join in a statement on the present crisis in
such institutions. The crisis from the point of view of college
administration is a financial one. The Presidents regard the situa-
tion as a challenge to the American people to support women's col-
leges, relatively neglected in endowment as compared with insti-
tutions for men.
In three succeeding articles a special correspondent of The
New York Times takes up all phases of changing student life.
The writer visited Wellesley, Vassal", Bryn Mawr, Mt. Holyoke,
Smith, Radcliffe, Goucher, Barnard and Sweet Briar. The con-
trast the writer pictures between the graduates and the undergrad-
uates of today is a colorful, absorbing first-hand report of the
Qftfc £faui Hark Gftmea
MAGAZINE
FIRST ARTICLE, SUNDAY, MAY 6
ORDER THE NEW YORK TIMES IN ADVANCE
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
LURE OF ANTIQUES LEADS AN
ALUMNA TO THE THRIFT SHOP
The lure of antiques leads one intc
all kinds of places. That is how I found
out that the Thrift Shop has antiques.
One might not expect to find among
old objects had
I rnti'ii'd
take, fov it was not the kind of a shop
that I expected to see. I was surprised
at the amount of old furniture dis-
played about the room. Old mirrors
of the Empire style, a pedestal table,
some fine old clocks, several hooked
rugs, chairs of different styles and even
some Sandwich glass. I bought a Wind-
sor chair, one of the most comfortable
chairs ever made. My regret is that I
did not take the whole collection for
the things were quickly sold. Other
people had discovered the antiques, too.
If you are looking for antiques, visit
the Thrift Shop frequently for new
pieces of old furniture are coining in
constantly. Let the manager, Mrs.
Macdougall. know what you wish.
Somehow she will manage to produce
it. and you are sure to be pleased with
the result. An Alumna.
HARVARD AND YALE TO VIE IN
ENGLISH LITERATURE CONTEST
uivon simultaneously at Cambridge
New Haven, and ten Harvard
compete against an equal nu
CHARACTER AND THE COLLEGE
OFFERS PROBLEM TO EDUCATORS
"A consideration of the original
function of the American college
throws light on what is still to-day its
peculiar, privileged—and neglected—
business. The original New England
colleges were founded primarily to train
the accredited
in those early days. Those
student ancestors of ours were expected
to emerge disciplin-d spirits as wel
informed minds. The theological
tention, the clerical atmosphere 1
gradually if incompletely faded from
college halls. But there
among literate Americans the sei
that there is a moral justiiii-ation




They look ahead 1
ladies will confus
edu
of ' The i
of two Harvard professors, two Yale
professors and one professor from
Princeton, and the judges are Brown
and Cornell men. An effort to pre-
vent preliminary cramming is being
The
will be chosen fi om the seniors who
are concentrating in English or who
are trying for ho lors in that su
and they will be elected by the Eng-
lish departments f the respectiv col-
leges.
The members of the winning team
will each receive a medal and a library
worth live hundred dollars. The
making these contests possible has
been given by Mrs William Lowel Put-
to be held in perpetual trust for Har-
volved, including the prizes. When she
announced the trust, Mrs. Lowell said
"The object of the trust is to give
college students—particularly those of
Harvard College—a feeling that they
are winning glory for their college, a
feeling which has hitherto been usual-
ly confined to prowess in athletic
Of course everyone knows dumb
people, but there are four in the Uni-
versity of Arkansas who take the cake.
When asked in a history quiz who
Lindbergh is, they answer thus:
"He was the prime minister of
Sweden during the fifteenth century;
one said he was a German General
in the world war; one thinks he is the
leader of the Bolshevists in Russia.
bergh was the battle line that the allies
had such difficulty in breaking through
ion has rested in no small measure
Hi- assumption that a college edu-
on, like a religion seriously believed
3r a philosophy srriuiisiy accepted.
makes a difference in one's 'way of
Nobody has ever honestly con-
i that four years could turn a
high school graduate into a scholar,
generations of American parents
believed that four years at college
would make a difference in that corn-
ideas, and habitual ei
to make up what we ce
Thus Irwin Edman, assistant pro-
fessor of philosophy at Columbia Uni-
versity, prefaces his article "Character
and College Education."
Triple Influence of College Shown
There are three primary ways, Mr.
Edman believes, in which character is
noulded by our colleges. First through
In U'sjislar inL-
Flu





knowing all about it, they
at present there are insuf-
Mucly. They
the consistent background of the in- ence, Smith's two speakers piled up ir-
stitution, whether through the "sheer refuted and unanswered evidence in
quietude and beauty of the surround- support of the awe-inspiring picturt
ings" or as in the universities of the which they drew of a future in which
Middle West "where playing the game the generation thrice removed will
becomes the civic habit of a lifetime." grow up to a 'machine-made work
Secondly, by the much agitated where babies will be reared by co-oper-
question of faculty student relation- ative institutions,' where 'courtship will
ship, or indeed the mere presence on be done by governmental regulation,
lampus of sympathetic teachers.
equipped with some knowledge of psy-
chiatry and adolescent problems. And
thirdly by the deliberate, but acknowl-
edged ineffective method of ethics
mrses. For "as Aristotle pointed out
i his Ethics two thousand years ago,
is not theory but habit that governs
iraan conduct."
The problem of academic failure
ten resolves itself into a problem of
le failure of the student to under-
and what William James calls his
wn "sick soul." Adolescent thinking
as come in contact with adolescent
notions and his awakened critical
faculties dissolve into skepticism
against himself, the nature of things,
and the social world in which he finds
himself. To paraphrase Matthew Ar-
the undergraduate is weary of
'If and sick of asking what he is
iat he ought to be; but he is far
Constructive I'mcntm StiRRi-sti-d
Mr. Edman makes three stipulations
the fostering
presence in the college
trained psychiatrist and the pres-
teachers who possess "tact, per-
ve clarity, and an interest in stu-
s as human beings" as well as
Lastly, "a course in morals—and it
id better be a seminar or conference
ian a course of lectures—that dealt
ith the difficulties common to ninety-
ne out of a hundred students would
) much to give the undergraduate
that peace of perspective and that in-
tegration which comes from under-
ling one's own difficulties in the
light of the common lot.
Under some such regime, students
ight become not simply bachelors of
.ininnihlrd paiiuipators in the
ion adventure of mankind. They
would cease to brood vacillatingly on
tumults and come to look with
r and curiosity on the engaging
possibilities of things. It is an ex-
—The Forum, May, 1928,
.
neient trustworthy data
run away with them. Their
reactions are not considered safe guides
in so important a matter. Before they
will go on record they <
statistics, authentic data
sonal inspection of some
genuine.
SMITH DEBATES PRINCETON ON
MACHINE-MADE WORLD OF 1988
The flower of Princeton's gallantry,
eloquence and logic went down to <
il defeat before the womanly w;
may be it was honest conviction-
Smith College's debating team which
successfully upheld the affirmative of
the proposition 'Our grandchildren are
to be pitied.'
"By unanimous opinion of a hastily-
polled jury of newspaper men, lawyers,
* Alttnan & CCa
SUMMER SPORTS
thought which is not approved
imperial wizard of the Ku Klux
i" the royal president general of
BACON PRESENTS PROBLEM
AND POINT OF FOURTH GOSPEL
of I
Fuiuth Gospel Professor Bacon pre-
sented the problem of the book. He
spoke first of the Hellenization of the
East, of its effect on religions, and of
the mixture of religion and customs
designatedFourth Gospel
completely Hellenized bit of writing
id as a representative of "the ripest
uits of the New Testament."
The speaker next considered the three
approaches to the book. The first he
ie "romantic or sentimental
approach" because it has ap-
d men's imaginations since
chapter of this gospel has a
mysterious ending which is concerned
. the "disciple whom Jesus loved."
)le have been interested in at-
)ting to discover who this disciple
and have thought that perhaps
gospel was his testimony. About
it was first suggested that this
gospel might have been written by
Apostle. The mysterious end-
vritten to commend the book
its truth,
approach is through the
three Epistles of John which were writ-
was ihe Fourth
Gospel. These Epistles were pro-
luced at the same time as was the
3ospels, and create for the reader a
imilar atmosphere, They have "no
latience with the current pantheism,"
mt point out that God has manifested
limself in the historic Jesus.
The prologue to the Fourth Gospel
5 the third approach. The first eight-
en verses of the first chapter consti-
ute this prologue, and are given by
he evengelist himself. From this point




JAu. st/ay, Shiday and Saturday
MAY
3rd, 4tli and 5rh
mary of the cour e of history prior
•Mid lead ng up to the last Gospel.
spoke of Paul's \york, of Stephen,
Philip, o Peter, a nd of the history
In his last lecture Professor Bacon
emphasized the fact that much 1
tention is paid to John the Baptist
the opening chapters of the Fourth
Gospel; and dwelt somewhat on the
coincidence and proximity of John's
and Jesus' ministries, and on the wide-
spread influence of the Baptist cult.
He pointed out the message of the
Fourth Gospel as stating that Jesus is
the Son of God and that "union with
God comes by moral assimilation."
NEW PORTRAIT BUST ACQUIRED
BY THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
Jacques Caffleri ( 726-1792) has been
acquired by the Museum of Fine Arts
The portrait is probably that of
Charles de Rohan Prince of Soubise
and a Marshal of France who played
an important role i i the Court of Louis
XV.
In portraiture, the sculptors of
France in the time of Louis XV fre-
quently rose above the artificiality of
the rococo style and imparted to their
Franklins sojourn in
The Marshal wears a heavy wig. is
in armor, and around his waist
shoulders is wrapped a heavy drap
From his neck hangs the blue rifc
of the order of the Holy Ghost.
delicate rendering of details, the :
Be at Home in Washingto
character that have proved
among the most lasting
ury art. Caffieri's
pies of his work
in St. Paul's
Chapel, New York, to Major-General
Montgomery, the first
American general to fall in the war
independence, came from the hand
of Caffleri, to whom the commission
entrusted by the American
iment through Benjamin Frank-
intermediary; and it was during
WABAN LODGE
1 WABAN STREET





MISS GEORGE RECEIVES MEDAL
IN RECOGNITION OF SERVICES
Miss Katy Boyd George. Instructor
in Biblical History, was decorated yes-
terday afternoon with the Medal of the
Order of Saint Sava from the Kingdom
of the Serbs, the Croats, and the Slo-
venes (Jugo-Slavia) in the Head-
quarters of the New York






Slavia in this cour
Executive Secretary
on Friendly Relati
Students for the National Board of the
Young Woman's Christian Association.
She held this position from 1919 to
1925. Miss George is a native of Miss-
issippi, her grandfather J. Z. George
was Chief Justice of the Mississippi
Supreme Court and Senator from Miss-
issippi. She is a graduate of the
Mississippi State College for Women
1904. After graduation. Miss George
taught at the Mississippi State College
for Women for two years, and then for
vitally concerns the progress
nation, for misfortune to i
section is reflected in every other
does the prosperity of New Or
,
our second greatest port, meat
,
Louis, St. Paul. Memphis and a
stant date to CJiicago? The ques
answers itself.
complete authority e President in
taking, an engineering problem that
parallels in its magnitude that which
involved the building of the Panama
Canal. A board of engineers—one to
Chief of Army Engineers.
another the President of the Mississippi
o be appointed by the
uthorized to work out t
ontrol plan, which in
ubmit to the President.
year for
British American Christian A.-.-m.^
in Paris, and then for five year:
Metropolitan Student Secretary a
Y. W. C. A. in Boston. During the
she was Head of Nurse's Work fc
Y. W. C. A. in France. In 1922 she
was a delegate to the World's Sti
Christian Federation Conferenc
Peking, China, and toured the student
centers, in China. Japan and Korea




Count Hermann Keyserling. the Ger-
man philosopher who has just com-
pleted a tour of this country, sailed
yesterday on the Hamburg-American
liner New York, his head "full of
ideas." He said that he was now go-
ing to reflect on them. The result will
be, he admitted, a book not about, but
for Americans.
"I find that you are at the beginning
of a new civilization," he said, "and
that is something that has happened
since I was here sixteen years ago.
Then you were still in the Colonial
period, your Homeric age, or age of
mythology. Your history began, I
think, with the World War."
I.; a '.-ew civilization, Count Keyser-
liai went en to explain, he did not
"Whether it be cruising on the Medi-
an's spelling reforms, or pursuing a
scholarly examination of the work of
Dante—all are one to Mr. Grandgent's
facility in the domain of the essay. In
all these subjects and in others quite as
unrelated he is manifestly at home.
remainder are very good. Our favorite
about a student of English composi-
>n who handed in a theme on "Why
like college," wherein, with youthful
optimism she declared: "I think the
Wellesley faculty are just lovely." In





tinued. "It may possibly be the first
civilization based on general prosperity
that has ever exisited. That seems like-
ly for your are a socially gifted nation.
their own advantage, but I think
Americans sincerely think along social
lines. I think they sincerely think in
terms of their neighbor."
Count Keyserling said that a civili-
zation was the product of the circum-
stances which a people encountered
and that each nation produced its own
New York Times.
(Continued from Page 6, Column 3)
stopped, the safety of life and property,
and the promotion of the general wel-
fare—these form adequate answers tc
his questioning attitude.
"To these might be added one thing
that would be worth all the cost—na-
tional defense. No foreign foe can ever
conquer us as long as navigation is
the Mississippi,
i be no flocd control by
local option. We have evaded our re-
sponsibility long enough.




es to public utilities, and
of spillways it calls for i
m by the Government
WELLESLEY FACULTY WEIGHED
FOUND FEEBLE AND WANTING
But
Wellesley faculty may be Ie<
New York Herald-Tribwi




says about CqejCCqla Drink
Delicious and Refreshing
"Your name is great
in mouths of wisest
censure" ~
Othello had his faults. But we can
forgive him everything because he
gave us a perfect caption for an
opinion the United States Supreme
Court was one day to hand down on
Coca-Cola:
"The name now- characterizes a bev-
erage to be had at almost any soda
fountain. It means a single thing
coming from a single source, and
u til known to the community."
• million a day — IT had TO be good to get where
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Thursday, May 5: 8:15 A.M. Morning
Chape]. Miss Ruth Butler '28 will lead.
6:30 P.M. Tower Court. Shop Cli
meeting and dinner.
Friday, May 4: 8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Dean Tufts will lead.
8:00 P. M. Alumnae Hall. Shakes-
eare Society Play—Henry VIII. Tick-
ets, 50 cents, on sale at El Table in the
mornings or apply to Amoret McDow-
ell. Tower Court.
Saturday, May 5: May Day. 7:15
A. M. Hoop-rolling.
8:00 A. M. Morning Chapel. Presi-
dent Pendleton will lead. Formation of
3:00 P. M. Dances on Tower Court
4:00 P. M. Billings Hall. Room
drawing—class of 1930.
7:15 P. M. Step-singing on Chapel
7:30-9:15 P. M. Agora, Tau Zeta Ep-
silon and Zeta Alpha Societies at home
to classes of 1929 and 1930.
Sunday, May 6: 9:00 A. M. Alpha
Kappa Chi House. Student Group
meets for study of Permanent Re-
JiLiuii- Elements in the Prophetic Mes-
11:00 A. M. Memorial Chapel
Preacher, Rt. Rev. John T. Dallas
Bishop of New Hampshire.
7:30 P. M. Memorial Chapel. An
Hour of Music. Professor Hamilton at
the organ, Helen M. Gray 28. soprano;
Margaret I. Blackburn '30. violin.
(Christian Association).
Monday. May 7: 8:15 A. M. (prompt-
ly), Billings Hall. Current Events.
Miss Stearns will give the review.
UVunesd.iv. ^l.^^ ft: 8 15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss George will lead.
3:30-5:30 P. M. Agora, Tau Zeta Ep-
silcn and Zeta Alpha Societies at home
to classes of 1929 and 1930.
4:40 P. M. Room 124 Founders Hall.
Lecture by Professor R. C. Lodge of the
University of Manitoba. Subject: The
Essence of Platonism. (Department of
Philosophy and Psychology).
7:00 P.M. Washington House. Chris-
tian Association Meeting. Miss Louise
P. Smith, Department of Biblical His-
tory, will speak on Silver Bay.
Billings Hall. The last
• ' ihibition of origi-
nal photography and water colours bv
Miss Emma J. Fitz continues at
took an unexpected and very
cold swim.
Mrs. Paschal (Housemother of Nor-
umbega). Miss McKinnon, and the
Seniors in Norumbega went to the
shore last week-end.
Virginia S. Gibbs, '30, gave a tea in
the green room at Alumnae Hall for
Mildred Lister Monday. April 23rd.
Engagements
'28 Ruth Graham to E. Douglas
Hamilton of Flushing, N. Y. Harvard
'23, Harvard Law '26.
29 Jane Jones to Mr. Karl Vall-
f Davenport, Iowa. Cornell '25,
rd Business '27.
Helen E. Jones to J. Howarth
Young, Cambridge. Mass.. Union Col-
YALE INSTALLS 18th CENTURY
PRINT SHOP WITH HAND PRESS
office after the ma
set up at Yale, in which a course
the methods of book production
fore 1800 is being given by Carl
Rollins, printer to the university,
cording to the New York Times of
ly, April 29. Each student
pected to set up in type and 1
pamphlet according to the practice in
ish printing before the introduc
of the power press.
e iron hand-press came from Eng
land, together with an adequate supply
type, including eighteenth
riants. The type is from the Caslon
foundry in London, the original punch.
having been cut by Willii
bsequent to 1724. Much o:
i the old irregular
that period. The simple tools
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
lire you
receive
Checking and Savings Accounts
that any business entrusted to i
our best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up.
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL $150,000 SURPLUS $250,000
ALUMNAE NOTES
'20 Fredna Jackson to Dr. Robert
Mitchell Barton, April 25. in Dallas,
'26 Sybil Smith to Mr. Robert Alex-
ander Cook, Lieut, j. g. u. S. Navy,




T^e Safe ifyiDrug Stores
